What is CQ Researcher?

*CQ Researcher* offers weekly, single-topic, digital reports researched and written by experienced journalists. These reports provide students and faculty with the perfect first step in research and discovery on timely social, political, and policy topics. At a time when news is often reduced to sensationalized headlines and sound bites, *CQ Researcher* offers trusted, accessible, and balanced explorations of the day’s most pressing issues.

An online subscription to *CQ Researcher* lets you search the past 10 years’ worth of issues, plus receive 44 new reports each year.

Key features and benefits

- Delivers in-depth, balanced explorations of the most pressing issues in the news
- Engages readers with original reporting by experienced journalists
- Features a structured and easy-to-use format with mobile-responsive design
- Ensures reports are professionally fact-checked
- Poses and addresses three issue questions and includes a “Pro-Con” debate
- Guides students to authoritative sources for the next step in their research
- Provides an excellent pedagogical tool for teaching research and writing
- Links to other relevant content from SAGE via SAGE Recommends

The shining example of what a truly brilliant research resource can be.

—Library Journal

Track a topic over time

Advanced search and browse options

Quick links to reports on related topics

Get both sides of a debate
The first step in research and discovery

Countless librarians and faculty recommend CQ Researcher to provide their students with a comprehensive overview of in-demand subjects. Offering multiple entry points into complex topics, CQ Researcher guides students into deeper understanding.

Every issue of CQ Researcher:

- Gives historical, political and social context
- Models the development of an effective argument
- Provides a full examination of multiple sides of an issue
- Offers an extensive listing of additional resources

CQ Researcher Archive

Add the CQ Researcher Archive to your online collection to gain valuable historical perspective and insight. The Archive offers access to more than 4,000 in-depth reports, including all Editorial Research Reports—the venerable precursor to CQ Researcher—dating as far back as 1923. With the aid of the popular “Issue Tracker,” users can easily access past and current reports on any related issue, such as:

- Foreign Investment in the United States
- Terrorism
- Human Rights
- Federal Budget and National Debt
- Natural Resources
- Taxation
- Voting Rights
- Poverty and Homelessness
- Urban Planning
- Abortion
- Death Penalty
- Elections
- Ethics in War
- Mental Health
- Professional Sports
- Racism and Hate
- Right to Die
- United Nations
- Vaccines
- Women’s Rights
A veritable treasure trove for novices and seasoned researchers alike.

—Choice

Trusted and accessible

Librarians and researchers alike turn to CQ Researcher for trusted, accessible content and analysis of newsworthy social and political issues. No other resource on current events and issues matches the authority of CQ Researcher.

For more than 95 years, CQ Researcher and its predecessor, Editorial Research Reports, have set the standard for objectivity, depth, and breadth of coverage of current events, public policy, law and civil liberties, international affairs, economics, health, education, the environment, and technology.

Compliance

CQ Researcher is compliant with the following standards:

• COUNTER Usage Statistics: Generate COUNTER-compliant reports for usage, turnaways and platform searches through SecureCenter, the administrative module for CQ Researcher and other SAGE products. In addition, custom reports are available through this same module for additional statistics, including sessions, average session length, hits by title, and which reports have been emailed and how often.

• MARC Record: The MARC record available for CQ Researcher is cataloged according to provider-neutral RDA standards using Unicode (UTF-8) character encoding, and features an OCLC number (035).

Sign up for a FREE 30-day trial today!

For more information contact our Library Team at librarymktg@sagepub.com